I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of our research is to extend and implement passive acoustic localization algorithms for use in tracking vocalizing humpback whales on winter breeding grounds.
Acoustical techniques have advantages over visual and tagging techniques since they are non-invasive and unobtrusive, they are not interrupted by poor weather conditions or lack of daylight, they enable continuous and remote sensing, and they are cost and time efficient.
Although localization methods for underwater sources have made great progress over the last 25 years (see [ 1-31 for overviews and references), their application to humpback whale localization is problematic because of their need for large numbers of hydrophones, e.g., vertical line arrays, assets that are seldom available to scientists studying whales. Accordingly, acoustical methods for locating whales have often relied on simpIe assumptions, such as constant sound-speeds and straight-line propagation, that are not satisfied [4] by the shallow water, complex bathymetry environments in which humpbacks are usually found. Model-based methods (i.e., those that use computer models of acoustic propagation) are desirable in this problem, but available model-based methods can be difficult to apply, mainly due to the characteristics of humpback vocalizations. [2, 7] .
Another limit to existing techniques is that most require additional assumptions about the source. For example it is often assumed that there is only one source, or that the source waveform i s known, impulsive, or narrow-band. In addition, as noted above, some techniques rely on line arrays. We consider arrays with a few hydrophones separated by many source wavelengths (sparse arrays) because they are usually the only type of array available to whale researchers. They are also, in general, the simpIest and least costly tools for acoustic research [8] . Of further interest is that various sparse arrays currently in operation (e.g., AUTBC, PMRF, and the Southern California Offshore Acoustic Range) can be used to gather marine mammal data.
In this work we address the problem of low spatial resolution (of arrays with relativeIy few hydrophones) by utilizing the frequency coherence of the source signal as well as its spatial coherence; we do this without the usual requirement that the source signal be hown. We address the problem of lowered coherence at high f+equencies by processing spectrograms instead of waveforms.
II. ALGoRlTHMs
To deal with unknown, continuous-wave sources, a pair-wise waveform (PWW) processor i s used. It is an extension of the pair-wise inversion technique of Frazer and Sun[9] , with application of ideas from Westwood's broadband processor [lO] (5) is just the normalized inner product of these two longer vectors. The definition above is preferable to just taking the inner product between H,, and H,, directly because it adds symmetry to the algorithm; it does not maner which receiver is named 1 and which is named 2. By the CauchySchwartz inequality, the processor reaches its maximum vaIue (unity) when H I , = H,, . In particuIar, q ( X ) is maximized at the true source location, i.e. for F = F .
To generalize the PWW processor to more than two receivers, we sum coherently over receiver pairs:
It can be shown that a frequency incoherent version of the PWW processor is equivalent to the Bartlett (conventional) matched field processor [3] . To get a Bartlett processor from the equation above, the sums over frequency are taken out of the square brackets in both the numerator and denominator; thus each frequency is processed separately and an average is taken over all frequencies.
To address the problem of incoherence at long ranges, we process spectrograms instead of waveforms. We call this the pair-wise spectrogram (PWS) processor. Spectrograms are less sensitive to mismatch and fluctuations in the ocean wave-guide, particularly at higher frequencies. Our use of spectrograms is in the spirit of envelope processing [2] in which signal envelopes are processed instead of waveforms. Compared to envelope processing, PWS processing uses more of the frequency characteristics of the signal, and retains the advantages of the pair-wise algorithm.
Denote the complex spectrogram of HG (y, W ) by sG(y, t , f ) , where t a n d f are time and frequency respectively. Above the crossover frequency fc (to be determined), only the envelope of each channel is processed, and the mean is removed from each envelope because a constant offset holds no information. The formula for the PWS processor is analogous to that of the PWW processor:
Once again, intuition into this processor is gained by thinking of the spectrograms as vectors and taking normalized inner products. Of course, a weighting over fi-equencies andor times may be introduced in either of the processors above to emphasize or de-emphasize certain aspects of the signal. For a slowly drifting source, for example, it may be advantageous to put more weight on more recent times.
III. SIMULATIONS
The Bartlett, PWW, and PWS processors were implemented in MATLABlll]. Bellhop Simulated whale signals, 40 s long and sampled at 2 kHz, were propagated (by convolution with modeled impulse responses) from several source locations to several receiver locations within the range. The numbers and positions of sources and receivers were varied throughout the simulations. Our noise was of the worst-case type: many noises sources with source signatures identical to that of the actual source, except for their randomized strengths and start times. "Noise whales" (sources with source waveforms identical to those of the "real" whales) were placed at every grid point in the search area. The signals from these "noise whales" were propagated to the receivers and summed in time to give the background noise. The power of the "noise whales" was adjusted to give a specified average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) over all receivers.
After generation of the noisy, synthetic data, the PWW, PWS and Bartlett algorithms were used to try to locate the simulated singers, The grid used in the localization was at a single depth (60 m) and gnd spacing was 4 m (ultimately, searches will be conducted over several depths). Spectrograms were generated using a 256 point FFT. Signals were Haaning windowed prior to computing each spectrum, and there was a 128 point overlap between successive time windows of the spectrogram. Environmental mismatch was introduced in the form of incorrect water depth; all inversions shown are for a depth of 204 m rather than of 200 m. SNRs were gradually decreased to explore the localization error due to noise, In a typical simulation with one unknown source at (252, 304) and three receivers, all processors localized the source at 5dB SNR (Fig. 1) . The Bartlett processor began to lose the source at 0 dB S N R (Fig. 2) . The PWW lost the source at -5 dB SNR (Fig.3) . The PWS processor could successfully localize the source even with worse than -10 dB SNR. In another simulation with two sources, the PWS processor could localize both sources in 0 dB noise, but 4 receivers were required (see Fig. 4) . The other processors only found one source. 
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